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Xaositect Surprise
Marks New Cycle
HARMONIUM
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So far, the assembly has been peaceful, but
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any possible trouble. The problem with Xaosmen is
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Tanar’ri Seize

Portal Stones
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potential
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Hardhead

Come and experience the
ultimate in celebration:

An entertainment extravaganza
to usher in the New Cycle.
Be warned - if you miss this party
It wont miss you, berk!

How to Find Us:

Follow the music and trail of

debauchery!

Attractions include:

Alzor the Gehennan dretch-

swallower, the Lower Planar Circus, the Festival of
Sixteen

Mephits,

dragon,

the

Erasmus

Abyssal

Pandemonian

the

Roulette

Bagpipe

two-headed
room,

player,

silver

Ordris

beverages

the
and

delicacies to suit all exotic tastes (even Krynnish
clueless!)

Admission:

5 stingers (free to Sensates and the

clergy of Pan and Lliira).

(jw)
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Tanar’ri Seize Xaositect Surprise

Portal Stones Marks New Cycle
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scaffolding. With this number
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war
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named
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have

to
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fast

who visited
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the site as a mercenary with a

the Baatezu forces and protect

taken a lot of verbal abuse for
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Harmonium patrols remain on

Loth company over 350 years

the hill. If true, this may be one
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information, Intwood saw no
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with
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factions
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The Chant for Clueless

The CrossTrader
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Upper

alignement. Limbo is Chaotic

The last word in Planar Fasion

Ever wondered where the rich and powerful buy
their glam rags, cutter? If so, then you obviously
aint been to High-Up .

High-Up ,

Threegate Boulevard ,
Ladys Ward is
Sigils Centre of Haute Couture .
Whats the rage this month? Ioun Stones ,
located on

the most exclusive part of the

thats what. All the sharpest bloods have em,
and High-Up s got the best selection youll find
outside of Dweomerheart.
What could look more impressive than a collection
of Ioun Stones whizzing around your head?
Itll make a basher think twice before peeling you,
thats for sure.
You name it, weve got it - Vibrant Purple Prisms ,

Clear Spindles , Scarlet and Blue Spheres starting at just 500 gold , and all guaranteed

magical for one planar year.
Increase your intelligence! Stop needing to
breathe! Absorb those hostile spells! With High-Up
Ioun Stones, all these amazing feats are possible.
Course, not everyones got the jink to splash out
on magic items. How do you follow the fashion
without pushing out the boat? Simple!
High-Up sells false Ioun Stones from just 5 gold
each: They look and act the same but dont have
the magical powers!
Amaze your friends! Perplex your enemies! Buy
Ioun Stones from High-Up , the last word
in planar fashion.

(jw)

High-Up is an authorised reseller
of magical merchandises.
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